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ABSTRACT 35 

Forming valid predictions about the environment is crucial to survival. However, whether 36 

humans are able to form valid predictions about natural stimuli based on their temporal 37 

statistical regularities remains unknown. Here we presented subjects with tone sequences 38 

whose pitch fluctuation over time capture long-range temporal dependence structures prevalent 39 

in natural stimuli. We found that subjects were able to exploit such naturalistic statistical 40 

regularities to make valid predictions about upcoming items in a sequence. 41 

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) recordings revealed that slow, arrhythmic cortical dynamics 42 

tracked the evolving pitch sequence over time such that neural activity at a given moment was 43 

influenced by the pitch of up to seven previous tones. Importantly, such history integration 44 

contained in neural activity predicted the expected pitch of the upcoming tone, providing a 45 

concrete computational mechanism for prediction. These results establish humans’ ability to 46 

make valid predictions based on temporal regularities inherent in naturalistic stimuli and further 47 

reveal the neural mechanisms underlying such predictive computation.  48 

 49 

SIGNIFICANCE 50 

A fundamental question in neuroscience is how the brain predicts upcoming events in the 51 

environment. To date, this question has primarily been addressed in experiments using 52 

relatively simple stimulus sequences. Here, we study predictive processing in the human brain 53 

using auditory tone sequences that exhibit temporal statistical regularities similar to those found 54 

in natural stimuli. We observed that humans are able to form valid predictions based on such 55 

complex temporal statistical regularities. We further show that neural response to a given tone 56 

in the sequence reflects integration over the preceding tone sequence, and that this history 57 

dependence forms the foundation for prediction. These findings deepen our understanding of 58 

how humans form predictions in an ecologically valid environment.   59 
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INTRODUCTION 60 

In real-life environments, prior sensory information across multiple time scales continually 61 

influences information processing in the present. To date, the relationship between neural 62 

integration of information over time and predictive computations remains mysterious (Hasson et 63 

al., 2015). The importance of this question is underscored by the fact that forming valid 64 

predictions about the features (Summerfield and de Lange, 2014) and timing (Cravo et al., 65 

2011; Jepma et al., 2012) of upcoming stimuli in the environment is crucial for survival. 66 

Predictions about stimulus features can be generated through a variety of mechanisms, 67 

including associative learning (Schlack and Albright, 2007), contextual influences (Bar, 2004), 68 

imagination (Schacter et al., 2007), task cues (Wyart et al., 2012; de Lange et al., 2013), and 69 

extrapolation from statistical regularities in sensory input (Saffran et al., 1996; Alink et al., 2010; 70 

Chalk et al., 2010). Since statistical regularities are ubiquitous in natural stimuli (Dong and Atick, 71 

1995; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014), extrapolating from statistical regularities in sensory 72 

input should provide a fundamental strategy for forming predictions in natural environments.  73 

 74 

Previous studies investigating predictions based on statistical regularities have largely used 75 

relatively simple stimuli, such as the oddball paradigm where a novel stimulus is embedded 76 

within a sequence of repeated stimuli (Yaron et al., 2012), local-global paradigm where a 77 

sequence including two values contains both local and global regularities (Bekinschtein et al., 78 

2009), and repeated presentations of a fixed sequence of stimuli (Erickson and Desimone, 79 

1999; Meyer and Olson, 2011; Gavornik and Bear, 2014). While such stimuli allow for tight 80 

experimental control, they induce the formation of predictions by repeated presentations of 81 

items or sequences of items. By contrast, temporally varying stimuli encountered in the natural 82 

environment have rich statistical structures that allow for more complex forms of predictions. At 83 

present, whether humans can form valid predictions based on temporal statistical regularities 84 

inherent in natural stimuli remains unknown.  85 
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 86 

In particular, one pervasive statistical feature of natural stimuli is that they exhibit power spectra 87 

following a P  1 / f β pattern in spatial (Tolhurst et al., 2007) and temporal frequency domains, 88 

where β is an exponent commonly ranging between 0 and 2. In the temporal domain, a 1 / f β 89 

pattern is observed in the loudness and pitch fluctuations of music, speech, and ambient noise 90 

in urban and rural settings (Voss and Clarke, 1975; De Coensel et al., 2003), and in the rhythms 91 

of music (Levitin et al., 2012). Previous work has shown that human perception and neural 92 

activity are sensitive to the scaling parameter β of dynamic auditory stimuli such as tone 93 

sequences featuring 1 / f β fluctuations in pitch (Schmuckler and Gilden, 1993; Patel and 94 

Balaban, 2000; Garcia-Lazaro et al., 2006; Lin et al., 2016). Thus, 1 / f β statistics are prevalent 95 

in natural stimuli, and human perception is sensitive to such statistics. Since a 1 / f β type 96 

temporal power spectrum indicates temporal dependence and predictability (Eke et al., 2002; 97 

He, 2014), these observations raise the intriguing question of whether humans are able to make 98 

valid predictions about upcoming items in such sequences.  99 

 100 

Here, we investigate these open questions using a novel experimental paradigm that allows us 101 

to probe, for the first time, the ability of human subjects to exploit the temporal statistical 102 

regularities found in natural stimuli in order to predict upcoming stimulus features. We created 103 

tone sequences whose pitch fluctuated over time, following a 1 / f β pattern where β ranged from 104 

0 (no temporal dependence, “white noise”) to 2 (strong temporal dependence, “random walk”). 105 

The expected pitch of a given tone in the sequence can be expressed as a function of the 106 

preceding tone pitches. These stimuli are thus well controlled while also capturing the complex 107 

statistical regularities exhibited by auditory stimuli in natural environments. We therefore refer to 108 

these tone sequences as “naturalistic” rather than “natural” to highlight that, although the 109 

elements of the sequences are man-made pure tones, the dynamics of tone pitch fluctuation 110 

reflect the statistics of 1 / f β temporal dependence found in natural stimuli. Using a behavioral 111 
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task based on these stimuli and MEG recordings in humans, we established human subjects’ 112 

ability to make valid predictions about upcoming stimulus features based on naturalistic 113 

temporal statistical regularities, and further uncovered the underlying neural mechanisms as 114 

implemented in history-dependent neural processing of incoming information.  115 

 116 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 117 

Stimuli creation    118 

We created auditory tone sequences whose pitch fluctuations had five levels of temporal 119 

dependence strength β, ranging from β = 0 (no temporal dependence) to β = 2 (strong temporal 120 

dependence). Sequences with β < 1 (β = 0 and 0.5) were fractional Gaussian noise (fGn), 121 

whereas sequences with β > 1 (β = 1.01, 1.5, and 2) were fractional Brownian motion (fBm). 122 

fBm sequences are non-stationary, self-similar sequences whose increments are stationary fGn 123 

sequences, and the transition from fGn to fBm sequences occurs at β = 1 (Mandelbrot and Van 124 

Ness, 1968; Eke et al., 2002). We used a circulant embedding algorithm (Helgason et al., 2011) 125 

to create six unique 33-element long series for each level of β,  126 

xβ, i = [x1, x2, …, x33],  β  {0, 0.5, 1.01, 1.5, 2}, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6 127 

where each element xj of xβ, i is taken to represent the pitch of the j’th tone in the sequence. 128 

Each xβ, i series was translated and scaled such that its elements ranged from log(220) to 129 

log(880). This range of pitch values was chosen to span the iso-loudness region of human 130 

hearing (Robinson and Dadson, 1956). In order to investigate the potential effect of overall pitch 131 

variability on judgments of sequence statistics, we scaled half of the sequences such that the 132 

s.d. of its corresponding fGn was 70% of its original value [each fBm series is associated with a 133 

fGn series of the same Hurst exponent whose power-law exponent β differs by 2 (Eke et al., 134 

2002)]. This resulted in sequences that spanned a smaller range [green traces in Fig. 1B] than 135 

the non-scaled sequences (magenta traces). Next, the series were discretized such that each 136 
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element took on one of 25 values evenly spaced on the log scale with semitone distance. We 137 

refer to these discretized series as pβ, i. Each pβ, i thus represents a series of tone pitches, 138 

whose pitch fluctuation exhibits temporal dependence prescribed by β. To disentangle predictive 139 

processing from instantaneous stimulus processing, all sequences converged onto a pitch value 140 

of 440 Hz for the 33rd and penultimate tone. The 34th and final tone of each sequence varied 141 

across trials, and was selected from one of six possible values of pitch that were 4, 8, or 12 142 

semitone steps above or below 440 Hz (black dots in Fig. 1B). Each unique sequence was 143 

presented for a total of 12 times, and each of the 6 final tone pitch values was used twice for 144 

each unique sequence, in randomized order.  145 

 146 

The sound wave for each sequence was constructed according to 147 

y(t)β, i, j = A cos( 2π exp(pβ, i, j) t / SR + φj ), 148 

where t denotes sample number, i denotes sequence number, j denotes tone number within 149 

sequence i, A (Amplitude) = 1, and SR (sampling rate) = 44,100 Hz. The 300 ms duration of 150 

each tone was chosen for ease of listening, in accordance with prior studies (Patel and Balaban, 151 

2000; Lin et al., 2016). Because each sequence contained 34 tones, it had a total duration of 152 

10.2 s. Cosine waves for each tone j were concatenated, such that there was no silence period 153 

between consecutive tones. To prevent clicking noises from occurring between tones, φj is 154 

computed to ensure that yβ,i,j is a smooth and differentiable function across adjacent j values. 155 

Audio files of sequence examples can be downloaded from  156 

https://med.nyu.edu/helab/sites/default/files/helab/Maniscalco_etal_stim_wav_files_and_figs.zip 157 

 158 

These auditory tone sequences were presented using the PsychPortAudio function of the 159 

Psychophysics Toolbox (Brainard, 1997) in Matlab (Mathworks, Natick, MA). The audio was 160 

delivered through specialized ear tubes that were MEG-compatible. We used the Etymotic ER-3 161 

Insert Headphones, whose frequency response is flat to 5 kHz. The plastic tubing from the 162 
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transducer to the earpiece had a speed-of-sound delay of around 10 ms, which was corrected in 163 

the MEG data analyses.  164 

 165 

Calculation of p*34 166 

Let  be a series of data samples drawn from a stationary zero-mean random 167 

process, with covariance function . Linear prediction of order K,  for sample n, from past 168 

samples  is written as: 169 

,  170 

where the vector  is to be chosen (or estimated) so as to minimize the average 171 

(squared) prediction error: 172 

 

Linear algebra leads to an explicit theoretical solution for  (Scharf, 1991): 173 

 

where  is the covariance sequence of process x, and  denotes the  square matrix, 174 

with entry  for . 175 

 176 

If x is an fGn sequence (-1 <  < 1), covariance  can be computed as a function of its Hurst 177 

exponent H and variance  (Eke et al., 2002),  178 

 

where H = ( +1)/2. We set K = 33, in order to compute the expected value of the final tone pitch 179 

based on the pitch values of all 33 preceding tones.  180 

 181 

In summary, the calculation of p*34 for the (zero-meaned)  = 0 and  = 0.5 sequences can be 182 

written as 183 
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 (1) 

where ak+1, β are the optimal prediction weights for an fGn sequence with scaling parameter β 184 

and p33-k are the pitch of the preceding tones. Expected value was calculated for each sequence 185 

using zero-meaned pitch series. Since the mean pitch value was log(440), we added log(440) to 186 

the calculated expected value (eq. 1) to yield the final value for p*34 used in analyses. For β = 0 187 

sequences, coefficients ak+1, 0 = 0, and so the expected value of the upcoming item is equal to 188 

the sequence mean, resulting in p*34 = log(440) for all β = 0 sequences. 189 

 190 

fBm sequences (1 <  < 3) are cumulative sums of fGn sequences with the same Hurst 191 

exponent H and are non-stationary. The preceding methodology for computing expected value 192 

only holds for fGn sequences, and so cannot be applied to fBm sequences. However, the 193 

increments of an fBm sequence with scaling parameter β constitute an fGn sequences with 194 

scaling parameter β – 2 (Eke et al., 2002). Therefore, in order to calculate the expected value 195 

for fBm sequences, we first computed the difference between successive elements in the fBm 196 

sequence, which yielded an fGn sequence (with expected mean = 0). We then computed the 197 

expected value for the upcoming item in this fGn sequence, i.e. the expected increment in pitch 198 

for the original fBm series, as   199 

 

where ak+1, β-2 are the optimal prediction weights for an fGn sequence with scaling parameter β – 200 

2 and p33-k are the pitch of the preceding tones. Finally, we calculated the expected pitch of the 201 

34th tone in the fBm sequences (β = 1.01, 1.5, and 2) as the pitch of the 33rd tone (which is 202 

always 440 Hz) plus the expected increment in pitch,  203 
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To facilitate comparison with equation (1), p*34 for fBm sequences can be written as a weighted 204 

sum of preceding pitch values: 205 

 
 (2) 

For a β = 2 sequence, the increments form an fGn sequence with β = 0, and so the expected 206 

increment inc*34 = 0, entailing that p*34 = p33 = log(440).  207 

 208 

Throughout the manuscript, we use the term “optimal prediction weights” (sometimes shortened 209 

to “prediction weights”) to refer to the weights placed on the pitch sequence history p33-k (where 210 

k  [0 32]) to compute p*34 for fGn (eq. 1) and fBm (eq. 2) sequences.  211 

 212 

Experimental design and statistical analysis 213 

Each trial began with presentation of a fixation point in the middle of the screen (Fig. 1A). 214 

Subjects were instructed to fixate on the fixation point during presentation of the auditory 215 

sequence in order to minimize eye movements. Likelihood ratings and trend strength ratings 216 

were entered using two separate button boxes for the left and right hand, respectively. Subjects 217 

were instructed to disregard the final tone in their judgment of trend strength, since the final tone 218 

did not follow the temporal dependence statistics of preceding tones. Higher trend strength was 219 

explained to the subjects as the tendency for a trend of high or low pitch values to persist over 220 

longer periods of time, which captured the concept of temporal dependence in the time series. 221 

Performance feedback about the trend strength rating was presented visually for 2 sec after 222 

entry of both behavioral responses. The feedback indicated what trend strength rating had been 223 

entered by the subject, what the true trend strength of the sequence was, and whether the 224 

subject’s trend strength rating was correct, close to correct (off by one level), or incorrect (off by 225 

two or more levels).  226 
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 227 

Trials were split into 12 blocks of 30 trials each, and subjects received a self-terminated period 228 

of rest after each block. Between blocks, the head position of the subject was measured with 229 

respect to the MEG sensor array using coils placed on the left and right preauricular points and 230 

the nasion, and the subject self-corrected their head position to the same position recorded at 231 

the start of the first block using a custom visual-feedback program [written by TH, inspired by 232 

(Stolk et al., 2013)] in order to minimize head displacement across the experiment. Details on 233 

statistical analyses can be found in the following sections and in Results.  234 

 235 

Subjects  236 

The experiment was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the National Institute of 237 

Neurological Disorders and Stroke (protocol #14-N-0002). All subjects were right-handed and 238 

neurologically healthy with normal hearing and provided written informed consent. Twenty 239 

subjects between 21 and 34 years old (mean age 24.1; 15 females) participated in an initial ~2 240 

hour long behavioral session to familiarize with the task. Overall, the initial group of 20 subjects 241 

was able to discriminate sequence β (t-test on z-transform of Spearman correlation coefficients 242 

between sequence β and trend strength rating, t19 = 7.8, p < 0.001) and to make valid 243 

predictions (p34  p*34 interaction as in the analysis of Fig. 2B, F10,190 = 17.2, p < 0.001; for 244 

details see Results,).  245 

 246 

We invited subjects exhibiting adequate behavioral performance (Spearman correlation 247 

between sequence β and trend strength rating > 0.2, and full usage of the rating scales for both 248 

behavioral responses) to perform the task in the MEG scanner. Fourteen subjects were 249 

recruited for the MEG portion of the study (lasting ~3 hr including set-up time). Three subjects 250 

were excluded from analyses due to excessive MEG artifacts from dental implant, eye or head 251 
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movements (age range for the remaining subjects: 21 – 34; mean age: 24.1; 7 females). 252 

Behavioral results reported in Fig. 2 are from the MEG session and included the same subjects 253 

who contributed MEG data.  254 

 255 

Data acquisition and pre-processing 256 

Experiments were conducted in a whole-head 275-channel CTF MEG scanner. MEG data were 257 

collected with a sampling rate of 600 Hz and an anti-aliasing filter at <150 Hz. Analyses were 258 

performed on 271 sensors after excluding 4 malfunctioning sensors. The analyses were 259 

conducted using the Fieldtrip package (Oostenveld et al., 2011) and custom-written code in 260 

Matlab. MEG data from each block were demeaned and detrended. In order to best investigate 261 

low-frequency MEG activity, we did not apply a high-pass filter; an earlier study from our 262 

laboratory on the same MEG scanner using similar stimuli and much longer trial-length (180 263 

sec), as well as resting-state recordings, had demonstrated excellent data quality down to 264 

~0.005 Hz (Lin et al., 2016). Powerline noise was removed offline by applying a 4th-order 265 

Butterworth band-stop filter in frequency ranges 58 – 62 Hz and 118 – 122 Hz. We used 266 

Independent Component Analysis (ICA) to remove artifacts related to eye blinks, eye 267 

movements, heartbeat, breathing, and slow movement drift.  268 

 269 

Phase dissimilarity 270 

We conducted this analysis closely following the methods used in (Luo and Poeppel, 2007). For 271 

every trial, sensor, and subject, we performed an FFT on the activity during the 9.9-sec 272 

presentation of the first 33 tones of the tone sequence using a 6-sec length sliding Hanning 273 

window that incremented in 100 ms steps. For each time point and frequency bin at each 274 

sensor, across-trial phase coherence was computed as 275 
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where θf,t,n denotes phase at frequency f, time t, and trial n. Phase coherence ranges from 0 to 276 

1, where 0 indicates random phase across trials and 1 indicates identical phase across trials. 277 

 278 

We next defined “identical” stimulus sets as the 12 trials where the same initial 33-tone 279 

sequence was presented, and “similar” stimulus sets as trials where sequences with the same β 280 

and σ were presented. To match the number of trials in the two conditions, for “similar” stimulus 281 

sets, we randomly selected 12 trials from a total of 36 trials for each level of β and σ. We then 282 

computed phase dissimilarity at each frequency bin as the difference in mean phase coherence 283 

over time between identical and similar stimulus sets: 284 

 

 285 

The following analyses involved performing regressions on MEG activity time locked to the 286 

onset of tones. For these analyses, we extracted MEG activity using 50-ms length sliding 287 

windows, which resulted in 6 windows during the presentation of each tone. For analyses using 288 

baseline-corrected MEG activity, since there was no period of silence prior to each tone (aside 289 

from the first tone in the sequence), we performed baseline correction by computing the mean 290 

MEG activity in the first 20 ms following tone onset and subtracting it from all time points during 291 

the presentation of that tone.  292 

 293 

History tracking analysis 294 

For every tone i in the second half of the tone sequence (16 ≤ i ≤ 32) of every trial n, we 295 

extracted a list of the k’ preceding tone pitch values: pi,n, pi – 1,n, ..., pi – k’,n. (Tone 33 was omitted 296 

from the analysis because it always had the same pitch of 440 Hz, and tone 34 was omitted 297 

because its value was selected independently of the prior sequence.) For each sensor s and 298 

trial n, we extracted MEG activity following the onset of tone i using the sliding window approach 299 
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described earlier. We then regressed this value (call it Ms,w,i,n) onto the current tone as well as 300 

the k’ preceding tones: 301 

 
 (3) 

where the βk+1,s,w terms describe how MEG activity at sensor s and time window w depends 302 

upon the pitch of the tone presented k tones prior to the current tone i.  303 

 304 

Our aim was to determine what value of k’ (ranging from 0 – 15) provided the best fit to the 305 

MEG activity at each sensor and time window. To assess this, we used a cross-validation 306 

procedure. For each subject, we partitioned trials into a training set (odd-numbered trials) and a 307 

test set (even-numbered trials). We performed 16 regression analyses on the training set (one 308 

for each k’ value ranging from 0 to 15). We then used the regression coefficients from the 309 

training set to predict MEG activity in the test set. The best value of k’ for a given sensor and 310 

time window was defined to be the one that minimized the sum of squared errors of the 311 

predicted MEG activity in the test set. This procedure was repeated using even-numbered trials 312 

as the training set and odd-numbered trials as the test set. The final optimal k’ assigned to each 313 

subject / sensor / time window was the average k’ derived from the two folds. See Fig. 4A for a 314 

schematic of the analysis. Lastly, k’ values were averaged across subjects at each sensor and 315 

time window. This analysis was performed both with and without baseline correction. 316 

 317 

To assess the statistical significance of the (across-subject) mean k’ values against the null 318 

hypothesis that mean k’ = 0, we repeated the cross-validation regression analyses described 319 

above using random permutations of the tone sequences in the training set, while leaving tone 320 

sequences in the test set unshuffled. We randomly permuted the order of the first 32 tones in 321 

the training set, with the exception that the value of the current tone pitch i in each regression 322 

was kept the same as in the original sequence. In other words, information about current tone 323 
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pitch was retained whereas information about tone sequence history was destroyed. We 324 

repeated this procedure 100 times each using odd and even trials as the training set and found 325 

the value of k’ yielding minimum error on the test set, yielding 200 permutation samples of k’perm 326 

for each subject, sensor, and time window. Next, we repeatedly sampled (with replacement) 327 

from the k’perm values of each subject and calculated the across-subject average 1000 times, 328 

yielding a distribution of mean k’ values at each sensor and time window under the null 329 

hypothesis that mean k’ = 0. We defined uncorrected p-values for each sensor and time window 330 

as the proportion of samples in this null distribution that were greater than or equal to the 331 

empirically observed mean k’. These p-values were subsequently used to define clusters for the 332 

cluster correction analysis, where the sum of k’ across sensors in a cluster, k’sum, was used as 333 

the Cluster Statistic (see Cluster correction below).  334 

 335 

Prediction effect 336 

We investigated how MEG activity during the penultimate (33rd) tone was modulated by the 337 

expected value of the final (34th) tone by performing the following regression model: 338 

  (4) 

Since the penultimate tone always had a pitch of 440 Hz, it was not necessary to include its 339 

pitch in the regression analysis. The β*1,s,w coefficient describes how MEG activity at sensor s 340 

and time window w following the penultimate tone onset depends on the expected pitch of the 341 

final tone, p*34. We submitted β*1,s,w to a group-level analysis (one-sample t-test against zero), 342 

which was corrected for multiple comparisons across sensors using a cluster-based permutation 343 

test described below.  344 

 345 

Relating history-dependent MEG response with p*34 346 
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For each subject, sensor s, and time window w, we obtained coefficients  (0  k  k’) 347 

from the previously conducted history tracking regression analysis on non-baseline-corrected 348 

data using the optimal k’ value for that subject, sensor, and time window. Specifically, both the 349 

optimal k’ and the coefficients  were averaged across the two folds for training and 350 

testing, and non-integer values of k’ were rounded up to the nearest integer (in the rare cases of 351 

optimal k’ = 0, it was set to 1 in order to carry out the regression analysis described below). 352 

Next, we partitioned MEG activity in response to the penultimate tone at each sensor s, time 353 

window w, and trial n into two components (Fig. 6A): that which was predicted by the preceding 354 

tone sequence and the residual. The former was computed as: 355 

 
 (5) 

and the residual was computed as: 356 

 

where  denotes the originally recorded MEG activity. Next, we repeated the prediction 357 

effect regression analysis described above, but now using  and  as the 358 

dependent variable: 359 

  (6) 

 

Last, we quantified these observations by comparing the group-averaged regression weights for 360 

p*34 obtained for Morig, MH, and Mres.  361 

 362 

Relationship between history tracking weights and optimal prediction weights 363 

Both MH (eq. 5) and p*34 (eqs. 1 and 2) are defined as weighted sums of the preceding pitch 364 

values. We can therefore gain further insight into the relationship between history tracking and 365 

prediction by investigating the relationship between the weights on the preceding pitch values 366 
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that determine MH and p*34. Recall from eq. 6 that the regression of MH onto p*34 is defined as 367 

. By substituting the definitions of MH and p*34 into the 368 

regression equation and solving for the error term ε, we can see how the regression error 369 

depends on the relationship between the history tracking weights and optimal prediction 370 

weights. For fGn sequences, 371 

 
 (7) 

where  372 

 

And for fBm sequences, 373 

 

 
(8) 

where 374 

375 

. 376 

Thus, for fGn sequences, the regression error for MH onto p*34 partially depends on the 377 

 terms, i.e. the difference between the history tracking weights  and 378 

the scaled optimal prediction weights  (eq. 1), where the scaling factor  is the 379 

regression coefficient on p*34. Similarly, for fBm sequences, regression error partially depends 380 

on  and the  terms, i.e. the difference 381 

between the history tracking weight and the scaled optimal prediction weight for the fBm 382 

sequence (eq. 2), where the scaling factor is , the regression coefficient on p*34 (eq. 6).  383 

 384 
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In Figure 7A, we plot optimal prediction weights for different sequence β values (see definition in 385 

eq. 1 and 2). From the above, we expect MH to better predict p*34 the more closely history 386 

tracking weights resemble the scaled optimal prediction weights. 387 

 388 

In order to compare history dependence weights and scaled optimal prediction weights, we 389 

focused on the significant sensor cluster showing a prediction effect in the 200-250 ms window 390 

(Fig. 5B, reproduced in Fig. 7B, inset). Since optimal k’ differs across subjects and sensors, first, 391 

we averaged optimal k’ across sensors in the significant cluster, training folds, and subjects, and 392 

rounded the result to the nearest integer, for the 200 – 250 ms and 250 – 300 ms time windows 393 

separately (where significant prediction effects are found). Call this rounded average value k’avg, 394 

w. We found k’avg, w = 5 and 4 for the 200-250 ms and 250-300 ms time window, respectively. For 395 

these time windows, we then analyzed history dependence weights from the regressions where 396 

k’ = k’avg, w for all subjects and sensors, in order to allow for across-subject and across-sensor 397 

averaging. History dependence weights from both training folds were averaged across sensors 398 

in the significant cluster and then averaged across subjects. Next, we computed the scaled 399 

optimal prediction weights, i.e. the  terms in eq. 7 and the  term and 400 

 terms in eq. 8, in order to compare them to the history dependence 401 

weights. To determine the  values, we computed the across-subject, across-sensor 402 

average regression coefficient  for the 200 – 250 ms and 250 – 300 ms time windows, 403 

respectively. We averaged the scaled prediction weights computed for each level of sequence β 404 

to arrive at a single set of scaled prediction weights for each time window (dashed lines in Fig 405 

7B).  406 

 407 

Inspection of the history dependence weights suggests that they feature a pattern whereby the 408 

pitch of the current and previous tone have large but opposing effects on MEG activity during 409 
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the current tone (Fig. 7B). We investigated this effect further by calculating the across-sensor 410 

correlations between the history dependence weights for the current and previous pitches. In 411 

particular, if the current and previous pitch have opposing effects on MEG activity, we might 412 

expect that the weights of the current and previous pitch on MEG activity are inversely 413 

correlated across sensors. Hence, using history dependence weights defined by k’avg, w as 414 

described above, we investigated the across-sensor lagged correlation between the first history 415 

dependence weight (k = 0; i.e., regression weight for the current tone pitch) and subsequent 416 

history dependence weights (k  1; i.e., regression weights for earlier tones in the sequence) for 417 

sensors in the 200 – 250 ms prediction cluster. We computed the correlation for all possible lags 418 

for each subject. Statistical significance was assessed by computing the Fisher’s z transform of 419 

the correlation coefficients and submitting the z-values to an across-subject, one-sample t-test 420 

against zero.  421 

 422 

Cluster correction 423 

To correct for multiple comparisons across sensors in the analyses of MEG data, we used 424 

cluster-based permutation tests (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007). For a given statistical test 425 

performed at each sensor, clusters were defined as neighboring sensors exhibiting 1) test 426 

statistics of the same sign (e.g. positive t-values), and 2) p < 0.05. The neighbors for each 427 

sensor were defined using the CTF275_neighb.mat template in Fieldtrip. For each such cluster, 428 

a summary Cluster Statistic was defined as the sum of the absolute values of the test statistics 429 

across all sensors in the cluster. We generated a null distribution of Cluster Statistics by 430 

repeating the following procedure 1000 times: we randomly permuted the data independently for 431 

each subject (described in detail below) and used the same permutation across all sensors. 432 

Using the permuted data, we again performed the statistical test for each sensor, and extracted 433 

the maximum Cluster Statistic across all clusters for the current permutation iteration. This 434 

yielded a null distribution of 1000 Cluster Statistics. We then used this null distribution to assign 435 
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a p-value to clusters occurring in the original, unshuffled data. We defined a measure of effect 436 

size for clusters in the original data, dcluster, as  437 

, 438 

where CScluster is the Cluster Statistic for the cluster in the original data and CSnull is the null 439 

distribution of Cluster Statistics derived from the permutation procedure. dcluster thus measures 440 

the effect size of a Cluster Statistic as the number of standard deviations by which it exceeds 441 

the mean of the null distribution. 442 

 443 

For ANOVA analyses (Fig. 3B), we permuted the data by randomly shuffling the assignment of 444 

data cells to levels of the ANOVA factor under investigation for each subject. We considered 445 

clusters in the original data to be significant if their p-value was less than 0.05. For regression 446 

analyses (Fig. 5B), we used the following procedure: For a given regression coefficient j at time 447 

window w, βj,w, we performed group-level analysis at every sensor using a one-sample t-test 448 

against 0 on βj,w across subjects. For each subject, we permuted the data by randomly shuffling 449 

the across-trial correspondence between the dependent variable (MEG activity) and 450 

independent variable (the term weighted by βj,w). We considered clusters in the original data to 451 

be significant if their p-value was less than 0.025 (corresponding to a two-tailed test at p < 0.05). 452 

For cluster correction of k’ (Fig. 4B, 5A), we defined clusters as spatially neighboring sensors 453 

exhibiting k’ > 0 at p < 0.05 (uncorrected), and took the Cluster Statistic to be the sum of the k’ 454 

values of all sensors in a cluster. The permutation procedure and the construction of the null 455 

distribution is described in the section History tracking analysis. We considered clusters in the 456 

original data to be significant if their p-value was less than 0.05. 457 

 458 

Permutation-based cluster correction has the advantage of being a non-parametric test and 459 

therefore not dependent upon distributional assumptions about the data. Inspection of the 460 
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marginal distributions of MEG recordings within single subjects, sensors, and trials confirmed 461 

that MEG data was approximately normally distributed.  462 

 463 

Replication of main findings in an independent sample 464 

We performed a follow-up experiment whose primary purpose was to investigate the influence 465 

of tone duration on the history tracking effect. Results for this analysis will be reported in a 466 

future manuscript. For the purposes of the present manuscript, we used this new data set to 467 

investigate whether the primary behavioral and neural effects of interest would replicate in an 468 

independent sample. For the new experiment, we generated a new set of tone sequences using 469 

the same procedures described above, with the following exceptions: Tone sequences had 470 

scaling parameter β values limited to 0.5, 0.99, or 1.5, and the sequence σ manipulation was 471 

omitted. Within each sequence, tone duration was either 150 ms, 300 ms, or 600 ms. Subjects 472 

completed 324 trials in total (108 trials at each tone duration setting). The behavioral task was 473 

identical to that of the main experiment. 474 

 475 

In total, 26 subjects completed the experiment in the MEG (lasting ~3 hr including set-up time), 476 

of which 7 were pre-screened for behavioral performance (as described for the main 477 

experiment), while the remaining 19 subjects performed the task for the first time in the MEG 478 

scanner without any behavioral pre-screening. Six out of 26 subjects were excluded due to poor 479 

performance (not using the full range on rating scales) or excessive MEG artifacts caused by 480 

head movements, yielding a final group of 20 subjects for analyses (age range: 19 – 34; mean 481 

age 25.0; 11 females).  482 

 483 

Behavioral results reported are from the MEG session and included the same 20 subjects who 484 

contributed MEG data. To investigate replication of the primary effects of interest from the main 485 

experiment, we analyzed data from the follow-up experiment only using trials with a 300 ms 486 
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tone duration (108 trials per subject). For these trials, we assessed the behavioral prediction 487 

effect (Fig. 8A cf. Fig. 2B), the neural prediction effect (Fig. 8B cf. Fig. 5B), and the relationship 488 

between the neural prediction and history tracking effects (Fig. 8C cf. Fig. 6D). All MEG 489 

preprocessing and data analysis procedures were conducted as described above for the main 490 

experiment. 491 

 492 

RESULTS 493 

Task paradigm 494 

On every trial, human subjects listened to a ~10 sec long sequence of 34 tones, each 300 ms in 495 

duration. The pitch (i.e., log of sound-wave frequency) fluctuation of the first 33 tones in the 496 

sequence followed different levels of temporal dependence as prescribed by the parameter β, 497 

which measures the slope of the temporal power spectrum of the pitch time series (following a P 498 

 1 / f β form). Higher β (i.e., steeper power spectrum) corresponds to stronger temporal 499 

dependence (Fig. 1B). Sequence β spanned five levels: 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, with β = 0 500 

corresponding to no temporal dependence and β = 2 corresponding to strong temporal 501 

dependence. Thirty unique sequences were used in the experiment. For each level of β, 3 502 

sequences spanned the full range of 220 Hz – 880 Hz (Fig. 1B, magenta traces), and 3 503 

sequences spanned a slightly smaller range of pitch (average range = 276 – 701 Hz; Fig. 1B, 504 

green traces, for details see Methods). All sequences converged on a pitch of 440 Hz for the 505 

penultimate (33rd) tone in order to disentangle neural activity related to instantaneous stimulus 506 

processing from that related to predictive processing (see below). 507 

 508 

Given knowledge about a sequence of N – 1 values and the sequence’s autocorrelation 509 

structure, it is possible to mathematically compute the expected value of the Nth item in the 510 

sequence (see Methods, Calculation of p*34). We refer to the expected value of the final tone 511 

pitch as p*34. For β = 0.5, 1, and 1.5, sequences varied in p*34, exhibiting low (< 440 Hz; Fig. 1B, 512 
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red outline), medium (= 440 Hz; black outline), or high (> 440 Hz; blue outline) expected values 513 

(indicated by the x at the end of each sequence in Fig. 1B). Average values of p*34 for the low 514 

and high categories were 388.5 Hz (range: [370, 415] Hz) and 504.2 Hz (range: [466, 554] Hz), 515 

respectively. For β = 0 sequences, because there is no temporal dependence, p*34 is simply the 516 

mean value of the sequence and is 440 Hz. For β = 2 sequences, because they are random 517 

walks with no drift, p*34 is the same as the pitch of the 33rd tone and is also 440 Hz.  518 

 519 

Each of the 30 unique sequences was presented 12 times (in randomized order), for a total of 520 

360 trials. For each unique sequence, the actually presented 34th (and final) tone pitch varied 521 

across the 12 presentations, and was randomly selected from one of six values evenly spaced 522 

around the penultimate tone pitch of 440 Hz (black dots in Fig. 1B). After listening to the tone 523 

sequence on a given trial, subjects made two responses (Fig. 1A). First, they rated how 524 

probable the final tone pitch was given the preceding tone sequence, on a scale of 1 – 5. 525 

Second, they indicated the “trend strength” of the first 33 tones of the sequence on a scale of 0 526 

– 4, where each trend strength rating corresponded to a level of β.  527 

 528 

Subjects can make valid predictions about upcoming items based on stimulus sequence 529 

history 530 

We first replicated previous findings that subjects can form valid judgment about sequence 531 

temporal dependence (Schmuckler and Gilden, 1993; Lin et al., 2016). The across-trial 532 

correlation between sequence β and trend strength rating was significant for all subjects (all p < 533 

0.0001, n = 360 trials for each subject; mean rho = 0.45). Fig. 2A plots the group average of 534 

stimulus-response matrix, with the distribution of responses concentrated along the diagonal, 535 

indicating that subjects’ responses about “trend strength” closely tracked sequence β.  536 

 537 

Can subjects capitalize on the temporal dependence in a sequence to make valid predictions 538 
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about upcoming items in the sequence? To investigate this question, we performed the 539 

following analysis. For each subject, we calculated the average likelihood rating for the final 540 

tone pitch as a function of its expected value (p*34: low, medium, high), its actually presented 541 

value (p34), and overall variability in the pitch sequence (σ; magenta vs. green traces in Fig. 1B). 542 

We then submitted the likelihood ratings to a 6 (p34) x 3 (p*34) x 2 (σ) repeated-measures 543 

ANOVA. There was a main effect of p34 (F5,50 = 20.2, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.67), reflecting the overall 544 

inverse U shape of the function (Fig. 2B); as expected, subjects rated final tone pitch to be less 545 

likely the more it deviated from the penultimate tone pitch of 440 Hz. Crucially, we also 546 

observed a p34  p*34 interaction (F10,100 = 5.7, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.36). The interaction can be 547 

observed by noting that when the presented final tone pitch was low (220 Hz), subjects rated 548 

the final tone to be more likely when its expected pitch was also low (paired t-test for p*34 = low 549 

vs. p*34 = high, t10 = 3.2, p = 0.009, difference = 0.50); by contrast, when the presented final 550 

tone pitch was high (880 Hz), subjects rated the final tone to be more likely when its expected 551 

pitch was also high (t10 = -3.4, p = 0.007, difference = -0.49). Thus, subjects’ likelihood ratings 552 

for the final tone pitch were sensitive to its expected value, which depends on the previous 553 

sequence history. This result suggests that subjects were indeed able to capitalize on sequence 554 

temporal dependence to make valid predictions. No other main effect or interaction in the 555 

ANOVA was significant (all p > 0.15). Thus, likelihood ratings did not appear to be sensitive to 556 

the pitch sequence variability (σ) manipulation in our stimulus set. 557 

 558 

See Methods, Subjects for results from an additional behavioral data set, which replicated the 559 

above findings. We now proceed to investigate the neural mechanisms underlying the predictive 560 

computation: What aspects of neural activity encode a particular sequence, and what aspects of 561 

neural activity contribute to prediction? Finally, how is such prediction constructed?  562 

 563 

Slow cortical dynamics track naturalistic tone sequences 564 
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To identify neural activity that encodes tone sequences, we searched for components of the 565 

MEG activity that were reliably modulated by repeated presentations of an identical tone 566 

sequence, above and beyond sequences that were only statistically similar. For each subject, 567 

we defined “identical” trial pairs as pairs of trials in which the same initial 33-tone sequence was 568 

presented, and “similar” trial pairs as pairs of trials in which the initial 33-tone sequences were 569 

different but exhibited the same sequence β and variability σ (Fig. 3A). For each sensor, we 570 

computed the Pearson correlation of MEG activity time courses during the presentation of the 571 

first 33 tones in a sequence for all “identical” and “similar” trial pairs. These correlation values 572 

were Fisher-z-transformed and averaged across trial pairs for the two groups of trials 573 

separately, then submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA across subjects. There was a 574 

strong effect of “identical” vs. “similar” trial-pair including all sensors (Fig. 3B left; all sensor-level 575 

p-value < 0.047), which formed a single significant cluster comprising all 271 sensors [p < 576 

0.001, corrected by cluster-based permutation test (henceforth “cluster-corrected”); cluster size 577 

= 271, dcluster = 14.9]. The magnitude of the effect was particularly high in sensors overlying 578 

bilateral auditory cortices, with a right lateralization. There was no significant interaction effect 579 

with the temporal dependence (β) or variability (σ) of stimulus sequences. Strikingly, these 580 

findings were almost identical when MEG activity was low-pass filtered at < 5, 3, or 1 Hz prior to 581 

computing trial-pair correlations (< 3 Hz result shown in Fig. 3B right). Thus, repetitions of an 582 

identical tone sequence consistently modulated MEG activity in the low-frequency range. 583 

 584 

To evaluate the frequency content of this activity more thoroughly, we computed a phase 585 

dissimilarity measure (for details see methods) for each sensor at each frequency, which 586 

quantifies the degree of phase locking to repetitions of an identical stimulus sequence above 587 

and beyond that elicited by statistically similar sequences, and was computed as the difference 588 

in phase coherence between “identical” and “similar” set of trials (Luo and Poeppel, 2007). 589 

Reassuringly, mean phase dissimilarity in the  3 Hz range (Fig. 3C-i) has a similar spatial 590 
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pattern to the results from the correlational analysis described above (Fig. 3B). Phase 591 

dissimilarity as a function of frequency averaged across all sensors is shown in Fig. 3C-ii (black 592 

trace), which revealed that phase dissimilarity did not peak at a particular frequency, but rather 593 

was spread across all frequencies <10 Hz, with the highest values in the lowest frequencies. 594 

This pattern suggests phase locking in arrhythmic rather than oscillatory brain activity (He, 595 

2014). The phase dissimilarity plots averaged across sensors in the left and right clusters 596 

defined from full-band correlational analysis (black dots in Fig. 3B, left) exhibit similar patterns 597 

(Fig. 3C-ii, red and blue traces).  598 

 599 

The phase dissimilarity curves exhibited sharp dips at the frequency of tone presentation (3.3 600 

Hz) and its harmonics (Fig. 3C-ii, dashed vertical lines). To gain additional insight into this 601 

pattern, we plotted across-trial phase coherence separately for “identical” and “similar” trials 602 

(Fig. 3C-iii). Interestingly, while both “identical” and “similar” trials display strong phase locking 603 

at the frequency of tone presentation and its harmonics, only identical trial pairs exhibit 604 

additional arrhythmic, low-frequency phase locking. Hence, phase locking at 3.3 Hz and its 605 

harmonics reflects consistent modulation of MEG activity locked to the onset of each tone (likely 606 

contributed by the event-related field, ERF, due to tone presentation) regardless of the evolving 607 

pitch sequence. By contrast, phase locking in the low-frequency arrhythmic activity tracks the 608 

specific sequence of pitch values. Together, these results suggest that tone sequences with 609 

naturalistic temporal statistical regularities consistently modulate slow, arrhythmic brain activity.  610 

 611 

Sequence integration in neural activity 612 

The above results may reflect two possible scenarios: The MEG activity might track the 613 

fluctuating tone pitches instantaneously or integrate information in the sequence over a period 614 

of time. Next, we tested whether MEG activity at a given moment depended not only on the 615 

current tone pitch but also on the history of preceding tone pitches.  616 
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 617 

To this end, we regressed MEG activity following the onset of a given tone (using a 50-ms-618 

length sliding window applied to full-band data) onto the pitch values of the previous k’ tones, for 619 

each value of k’ ranging from 0 to 15. We determined which value of k’ provided the best fit to 620 

the data at each sensor and time window using a cross-validation approach (see Methods, 621 

History tracking analysis). The cross-validated k’ value thus describes the length of sequence 622 

history that impacts neural activity at a given moment. A schematic of this analysis is shown in 623 

Fig. 4A. We carried out this analysis using both conventional baseline-corrected tone ERFs, and 624 

MEG activity without baseline correction. The former reveals whether the evoked response to a 625 

given tone is modulated by preceding tones. However, applying baseline correction also 626 

removes any potential effect in neural activity that accumulates over the course of sequence 627 

processing. Such ongoing (i.e., non-baseline-corrected) activity is a good candidate for carrying 628 

a continuously updated prediction for the upcoming tone pitch (investigated in the next section). 629 

Thus, we also applied the regression analysis on non-baseline-corrected data.  630 

 631 

The result using baseline-corrected MEG responses is shown in Fig. 4B. As expected, k’ values 632 

for all sensors are near 0 within the first 50 ms of tone onset. However, over time, groups of 633 

sensors exhibiting sensitivity to the preceding tone sequence begin to emerge. This effect 634 

achieves statistical significance in the time window of 100 – 150 ms (p = 0.01, cluster-corrected; 635 

cluster size = 26, dcluster = 4.2, mean k’ in cluster = 5.4, max k’ in cluster = 7.3; red dots in Fig. 636 

4B), when a right-lateralized group of sensors exhibit tone-evoked responses that are sensitive 637 

to the pitch of up to 7 previous tones. Thus, the evoked response to a given tone depends on 638 

preceding tones in the sequence. This result suggests history-dependent stimulus processing, 639 

and accords with the idea that during neural processing of naturalistic temporally extended 640 

stimuli, past information continuously influences information processing in the present (Hasson 641 

et al., 2015). 642 
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 643 

Result using non-baseline-corrected MEG data is shown in Fig. 5A. This analysis also revealed 644 

a right-lateralized sensor cluster in the 100 – 150 ms window exhibiting significant sensitivity to 645 

up to 7 previous tones (p = 0.001, cluster-corrected; cluster size = 25, dcluster = 5.2, mean k’ in 646 

cluster = 5.3, max k’ in cluster = 6.8), which persisted until 250 ms following tone onset (150-647 

200 ms: p = 0.01, cluster corrected, cluster size = 21, dcluster = 3.5, mean k’ in cluster = 5.1, max 648 

k’ in cluster = 6.8; 200-250 ms: p = 0.045, cluster corrected, cluster size = 13, dcluster = 2.1, mean 649 

k’ in cluster = 5.7, max k’ in cluster = 7.0). An additional left-lateralized sensor cluster emerged 650 

in the 250 – 300 ms window (p = 0.017, cluster-corrected; cluster size = 19, dcluster = 3.3, mean 651 

k’ in cluster = 5.3, max k’ in cluster = 6.4). Thus, ongoing (non-baseline-corrected) MEG activity 652 

exhibits stronger history dependence than the baseline-corrected, tone-evoked responses, 653 

suggesting a build-up effect over time that contains information integrated over sequence 654 

history.  655 

 656 

Neural correlate of prediction 657 

In order to identify neural mechanisms underlying sequence prediction, we asked whether brain 658 

activity during the penultimate (33rd) tone (which always had a pitch of 440 Hz) contains 659 

information about the expected pitch of the upcoming final tone, p*34 (see Methods, Prediction 660 

effect). Because sensory input during the penultimate tone is identical across all trials, this 661 

analysis allowed a clean assessment of neural activity underlying the predictive computation, 662 

without confounds of concurrent sensory processing. Similar to the previous analysis, we 663 

investigated MEG activity both with and without baseline-correction to focus on tone-evoked 664 

responses and slow fluctuations that build up over multiple tones, respectively. Using ongoing, 665 

non-baseline-corrected activity, the activity in a right lateralized sensor cluster predicted the 666 

expected final tone pitch in early (0 – 50 ms) and late (200 – 300 ms) time windows (Fig. 5B, red 667 

dots, cluster-corrected; 0 – 50 ms: p = 0.02, cluster size = 33, dcluster = 3.1; 200 – 250 ms: p = 668 
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0.001, cluster size = 53, dcluster = 6.5; 250 – 300 ms: p < 0.001, cluster size = 59, dcluster = 6.1). 669 

The average activity time courses in the significant sensor cluster from the 200 – 250 ms time 670 

window are shown in Fig. 5C for trials with low, medium, and high expected final tone pitch, 671 

respectively, which exhibit a monotonic relationship with the expected pitch of the upcoming 672 

tone. No significant effect was found using baseline-corrected data. Thus, the neural signature 673 

of prediction is carried by slow cortical dynamics that accumulates information over the tone 674 

sequence.  675 

 676 

Sequence integration accounts for prediction 677 

The above result reveals a neural correlate of subjects’ predictions about upcoming, but yet 678 

unpresented, stimulus. A remaining important question is the computational mechanisms 679 

leading to the construction of such predictive neural activity. Given that predicting upcoming 680 

items in a sequence requires integrating information over sequence history and extrapolating 681 

based on its temporal statistical regularity, could the sequence integration effect observed in our 682 

earlier analysis directly form the basis for predictive computation? We reasoned that if this were 683 

the case, then the MEG activity during the penultimate tone that is predicted by sequence 684 

history integration (Fig. 5A) should also be predictive of the expected final tone pitch (as 685 

assessed in Fig. 5B). This is a substantive empirical question, since the results thus far are 686 

consistent with the possibility that the neural integration of tone sequence history revealed in our 687 

analysis serves no predictive function.  688 

 689 

We investigated this question using the following analysis. For each subject, we computed the 690 

component of (non-baseline-corrected) MEG activity during penultimate tone presentation that 691 

is accounted for by stimulus history (including the present tone), based on the history 692 

dependence analysis described earlier (Fig. 5A, for details see Methods, Relating history-693 

dependent MEG response with p*34). Call this activity MH, where the H superscript denotes 694 
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sequence history (Fig. 6A, middle). We then computed the residual activity not accounted for by 695 

sequence history, Mres (Fig. 6A, right). Thus, MH captures the portion of neural activity that 696 

linearly depends on tone pitch history, whereas Mres captures any additional non-linear 697 

dependencies as well as other influences. We next repeated the above tone pitch prediction 698 

analysis by regressing MEG activity onto p*34 (as in Fig. 5B), but using MH and Mres as the 699 

dependent variables. 700 

 701 

The scalp topography of regression weights in the window of 200 – 250 ms are shown in Fig. 702 

6B. Consistent with our hypothesis that sequence history integration reflected in MEG activity 703 

contributes to its predictive sensitivity to the upcoming tone’s expected pitch, the originally 704 

observed relationship between MEG activity and expected pitch was closely mirrored by MH, but 705 

not Mres. Using the significant sensor cluster showing a prediction effect in the 200 – 250 ms 706 

window (Fig. 5C, reproduced in Fig. 6C left panel using a 50-ms sliding window), we further 707 

found that the component of its activity that is attributable to sequence history (MH, Fig. 6C 708 

middle), but not the residual activity (Mres, Fig. 6C right), shows a linear relationship with p*34.  709 

 710 

We quantified these observations by comparing the regression weights for p*34 obtained using 711 

the original MEG activity during the penultimate tone (Morig) to those obtained using MH and Mres, 712 

for the sensor clusters exhibiting a significant prediction effect in the 200-250 ms and 250-300 713 

ms time windows (Fig. 5B, red dots). The regression weights are plotted across sensors for Morig 714 

against MH (Fig. 6D, red), and for Morig against Mres (Fig. 6D, black). There was a strong 715 

correlation between the regression weights for Morig and MH (200-250 ms: r = 0.89, p < 10-15, 716 

regression coefficient = 0.78, n = 53; 250-300 ms: r = 0.93, p < 10-15, regression coefficient = 717 

0.79, n = 59). Thus, the sensitivity of the MEG activity to the expected upcoming tone pitch is 718 

largely explained by its linear sensitivity to the preceding tone sequence. By contrast, the 719 

relationship between the regression weights for Morig and Mres was considerably weaker though 720 
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non-negligible (200-250 ms: r = 0.48, p = 0.0003, regression coefficient = 0.22, n = 53; 250-300 721 

ms: r = 0.56, p = 4 × 10-6 and regression coefficient = 0.21, n = 59). This suggests that the linear 722 

history dependence of the MEG activity cannot entirely explain the predictive effect, and 723 

nonlinear history dependence may carry additional prediction effect.  724 

 725 

Overall, these results suggest that linear integration of sequence history contained in slow, 726 

arrhythmic neural activity constitutes a prominent component of predictive processing for 727 

upcoming items in the sequence.  728 

 729 

Sequence integration weights resemble scaled optimal prediction weights 730 

Further insight into the relationship between history-dependent processing and prediction 731 

follows from the fact that both the history-dependent MEG activity MH and the optimal predicted 732 

pitch p*34 are defined as weighted sums of the preceding pitch values. Therefore, we can 733 

investigate the relationship between history-dependent processing and prediction by analyzing 734 

the relationship between the weights on the pitch sequence history that determine MH and p*34. 735 

 736 

As shown in the Methods section “Relationship between history tracking weights and optimal 737 

prediction weights,” error in the regression of pitch-history-dependent MEG activity MH onto the 738 

expected pitch p*34 depends on the discrepancy between the weights characterizing history-739 

dependence in MEG activity and a scaled version of the weights determining optimal pitch 740 

prediction (eq. 7 and eq. 8), where the scaling factor is the β1
H* coefficient determined by the 741 

regression of MH onto p*34 (eq. 6). Optimal prediction weights for β = 0 and β = 0.5 sequences 742 

(as defined in eq. 1) are plotted in Fig. 7A, top row. Optimal prediction weights for β = 1.01 and 743 

β = 1.5 sequences (as defined in eq. 2) are plotted as solid lines in Fig. 7A, bottom row, along 744 

with the prediction weights for the corresponding fGn sequences (dashed lines), which were 745 

used to derive the optimal prediction weights for β > 1 sequences (see Methods for details).  746 
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 747 

We investigated how history tracking weights compared to scaled optimal prediction weights in 748 

the cluster of sensors showing significant prediction effect in the 200 – 250 ms time window 749 

(Fig. 7B inset, displaying the result from Fig. 5B). We computed the average k’ value in this 750 

cluster for the 200 – 250 ms and 250 – 300 ms time windows (time period with significant 751 

prediction effects, Fig. 5B), k’avg, w, and then compared averaged history tracking and scaled 752 

prediction weights across sensors in the cluster extending k’avg, w tones back. As expected, 753 

history-dependence weights for MEG activity exhibited a pattern qualitatively similar to that of 754 

scaled optimal prediction weights (Fig. 7B). This suggests that modulation of neural activity due 755 

to pitch sequence history follows a pattern similar to the manner in which the expected pitch for 756 

the upcoming tone depends on pitch sequence history, and that this similarity between neural 757 

history dependence and the calculation of expected pitch is what underlies the neural prediction 758 

effect.  759 

 760 

The results in Fig. 7B suggest that the pitch of the current (k = 0) and previous (k  1) tones 761 

have opposite effects on MEG activity. To quantify this effect, we computed the across-sensor 762 

lagged correlation between the weight on the current pitch, β1 (corresponding to k = 0), and the 763 

weight on pitch k tones back (k > 0), βk+1, for sensors in the prediction cluster (Fig. 7B inset). An 764 

example correlation between β1 and β2 (corresponding to weights on the current and 765 

immediately preceding tones) for a single subject is shown in Fig. 7C. For each level of lag (k), 766 

we performed a one-sample t-test on the Fisher’s z-transformed correlation coefficients to 767 

assess significance at the group level. We found that the lag-1 correlation was significant at 768 

both the 200 – 250 ms (t10 = -3.0, p = 0.01, Cohen’s d = -0.92) and 250 – 300 ms (t10 = -2.3, p = 769 

0.04, Cohen’s d = -0.69) time windows (Fig. 7D), indicating that for sensors in the significant 770 

prediction cluster, the current and previous tone pitch had opposing effects on MEG activity. 771 

The lag-4 correlation was also significant for the 200 – 250 ms time window (t10 = -2.3, p = 0.04, 772 
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Cohen’s d = -0.69), consistent with the observation that both history tracking weight and scaled 773 

prediction weight have negative values for k = 4 (Fig. 7B).  774 

 775 

Replication of main findings in an independent sample 776 

To assess the robustness of our main findings, we analyzed an independent data set from 777 

twenty additional subjects who performed a slightly modified version of the experiment (for 778 

details, see Methods, Replication of main results in an independent sample).  779 

 780 

Consistent with earlier results [see Fig. 2A and (Lin et al., 2016)], subjects were able to 781 

discriminate sequence β (t-test on z-transform of Spearman correlation coefficients between 782 

sequence β and trend strength rating, t19 = 5.5, p = 3 x 10-5, Cohen’s d = 1.23). Following the 783 

analysis of Fig. 2B, we first established that subjects exhibited a behavioral prediction effect by 784 

performing a 6 (p34)  3 (p*34) repeated-measures ANOVA on likelihood ratings for the final tone 785 

pitch. The p34  p*34 interaction was highly significant (F10,190 = 20.4, p < 0.001, ηp
2 = 0.52), 786 

reflecting the fact that subjects’ likelihood ratings for the final tone pitch were sensitive to the 787 

expected pitch (Fig. 8A). The interaction can be observed by noting that when the presented 788 

final tone pitch was low (220 Hz), subjects rated the final tone to be more likely when its 789 

expected pitch was also low (paired t-test for p*34 = low vs. p*34 = high, t19 = 3.7, p < 0.002, 790 

difference = 0.95); by contrast, when the presented final tone pitch was high (880 Hz), subjects 791 

rated the final tone to be more likely when its expected pitch was also high (t19 = -7.9, p = 2  792 

10-7, difference = -1.66). There was also a main effect of p34 (F5,95 = 10.1, p = 9  10-8, ηp
2 = 793 

0.35), reflecting the inverse U shape of the function.  794 

 795 

Second, following the analysis of Fig. 5B, we established that subjects exhibited a neural 796 

prediction effect by regressing non-baseline-corrected MEG activity during the penultimate tone 797 
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onto expected final tone pitch. Replicating the key finding in the main experiment (Fig. 5B), we 798 

found a right-lateralized cluster of sensors exhibiting the prediction effect in the 200 – 250 ms 799 

and 250 – 300 ms time windows (Fig. 8B, red dots, cluster-corrected; 200 – 250 ms: p = 0.009, 800 

cluster size = 28, dcluster = 4.5; 250 – 300 ms: p = 0.004, cluster size = 34, dcluster = 5.3). In these 801 

time windows, there was also a significant left-lateralized prediction cluster (Fig. 8B, red dots, 802 

cluster-corrected; 200 – 250 ms: p < 0.001, cluster size = 42, dcluster = 8.6; 250 – 300 ms: p = 803 

0.003, cluster size = 36, dcluster = 5.5). We found a similar left-lateralized group of sensors 804 

exhibiting a prediction effect in the same time windows in the main experiment (Fig. 5B), 805 

although this group of sensors did not pass the significance threshold established by cluster 806 

correction in the main experiment.  807 

 808 

Third, following the analysis of Fig. 6D, we established that the prediction effect is related to the 809 

linear history tracking effect. As in Fig. 6, we partitioned the original MEG data, Morig, into the 810 

component accounted for by history tracking, MH, and the residual, Mres. We then compared the 811 

regression weights obtained by regressing Morig, MH, and Mres onto p*34 for the 200 – 250 ms and 812 

250 – 300 ms time windows. The regression weights are plotted for Morig against MH (Fig. 8C, 813 

red), and for Morig against Mres (Fig. 8C, black), separately for the right- and left- lateralized 814 

significant prediction clusters (top and bottom rows of Fig. 8C, respectively). For both clusters, 815 

there was a strong correlation between the regression weights for Morig and MH (right cluster, 816 

200-250 ms: r = 0.81, p < 3 × 10-7, regression coefficient = 0.63, n = 28; right cluster, 250-300 817 

ms: r = 0.93, p < 3 × 10-15, regression coefficient = 0.92, n = 34; left cluster, 200-250 ms: r = 818 

0.80, p < 3 × 10-10, regression coefficient = 0.75, n = 42; left cluster, 250-300 ms: r = 0.85, p < 9 819 

× 10-11, regression coefficient = 0.76, n = 36). Thus, this result reproduces the original finding in 820 

the main experiment (Fig. 6D) that the sensitivity of the MEG activity to the expected upcoming 821 

tone pitch is largely explained by its linear sensitivity to the preceding tone sequence. In 822 

addition, as in the main experiment, the relationship between the regression weights for Morig 823 
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and Mres was considerably weaker though non-negligible (right cluster, 200-250 ms: r = 0.63, p < 824 

4 × 10-4, regression coefficient = 0.37, n = 28; right cluster, 250-300 ms: r = 0.21, p = 0.24, 825 

regression coefficient = 0.08, n = 34; left cluster, 200-250 ms: r = 0.40, p = 0.009, regression 826 

coefficient = 0.25, n = 42; left cluster, 250-300 ms: r = 0.45, p = 0.006, regression coefficient = 827 

0.24, n = 36). 828 

 829 

In summary, the primary behavioral and neural findings pertaining to pitch prediction and its 830 

relationship to pitch history tracking (Fig.s 2B, 5B, 6D) replicated in a second independent data 831 

set (Fig. 8), demonstrating the robustness of these findings. 832 

 833 

DISCUSSION 834 

In summary, we used precisely constructed tone sequences whose temporal statistical 835 

regularities are representative of temporally varying stimuli in the natural environment to 836 

investigate predictive processing in the human brain. We first established that humans can form 837 

valid predictions about upcoming items in such sequences by extrapolating from sequence 838 

history. We then reveal the underlying neural mechanisms for such predictive processing by 839 

showing that i) these naturalistic stimuli consistently modulate slow, arrhythmic neural activity; ii) 840 

ongoing neural activity predicts the expected pitch of the upcoming tone; and iii) such predictive 841 

activity is constructed by neural integration of sequence history. These findings significantly 842 

further our understanding about predictive computations in the human brain and reveal an 843 

important role for slow, arrhythmic brain activity in the processing and prediction of naturalistic 844 

stimuli.  845 

 846 

We observed that the phase of arrhythmic neural activity in the <10 Hz range tracked pitch 847 

fluctuation in a tone sequence. This observation generalizes a previous finding showing that 848 

when tone sequences with 1 / f β pitch fluctuation are amplitude-modulated at 40 Hz, the phase 849 
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of a 40-Hz entrained neural oscillation tracks the evolving pitch sequence (Patel and Balaban, 850 

2000). Here, we show that in the absence of such artificial amplitude modulation, the phase of 851 

low-frequency arrhythmic neural activity tracks the evolving pitch sequence. In addition, we 852 

demonstrate that slow, ongoing neural activity that accumulates information over multiple tones 853 

plays a crucial role in integrating sequence history and predicting upcoming stimulus input. 854 

These findings complement previous research showing phase locking of low-frequency 855 

neuronal oscillations to rhythmic stimuli, which may align high-excitability phases to events 856 

within a stimulus stream and thereby enhance perceptual sensitivity (Schroeder and Lakatos, 857 

2009). Such phase locking to periodic stimuli (a tone every 300 ms) was also evident in our data 858 

(Fig. 3C-iii). Yet, our results show that the processing of an evolving sequence of pitches over 859 

multiple tones was carried by slow, arrhythmic neural activity (Fig. 3C-ii). This slow, arrhythmic 860 

neural activity was previously shown to have behavioral, developmental and clinical significance 861 

(Monto et al., 2008; He et al., 2010; He, 2014; Voytek et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016). Our results 862 

significantly extend this prior literature by demonstrating that it serves an important role in 863 

processing and predicting natural stimuli, in line with an earlier hypothesis (He et al., 2010).  864 

 865 

The current study advances our understanding of the neural mechanisms of prediction in two 866 

important directions. First, our results establish that human subjects can make valid predictions 867 

of upcoming stimulus features for naturalistic stimulus sequences by extrapolating from their 868 

temporal statistical regularities, and reveal a neural correlate for such predictions. Second, we 869 

describe a mechanism for how the content of prediction is constructed based on neural 870 

processing of sequence history. Below we elaborate on these findings.  871 

 872 

Previous studies on stimulus feature prediction based on statistical regularities have often used 873 

repeated presentations of sequences, items, or pairs of items. A notable exception is (Garrido et 874 

al., 2013), who presented subjects with sequences of tones with pitches randomly drawn from 875 
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Gaussian distributions, and found that the width of the Gaussian distribution influenced the 876 

magnitude of mismatch negativity elicited by tones at the tail of the distribution. In the present 877 

study, we take this idea further by using tone sequences with temporal statistical regularities 878 

similar to those encountered in the natural environment. For such sequences, prediction is 879 

derived by extrapolating statistical regularities in the stimulus, not by repetition. Indeed, our task 880 

design ensured that prediction of the final tone pitch could not be derived from associative 881 

learning over repeated sequence presentations, since the final tone pitch on each trial was 882 

randomly selected from the same set of 6 possible pitch values for every sequence. Instead, the 883 

statistical regularity inherent in sequence history p1, …, pN-1 established an expectation for what 884 

values pN would likely have, given that it should be a natural continuation of the overall trend of 885 

the preceding tones. To our knowledge, our findings are the first demonstration that human 886 

subjects can make valid predictions based on naturalistic temporal statistical regularities. 887 

 888 

Previous studies using instructive cues and associative learning have revealed correlates of 889 

prediction in neural activity prior to and during the presentation of a predicted stimulus that is 890 

congruent with a categorical prediction (Erickson and Desimone, 1999; Schlack and Albright, 891 

2007; Puri et al., 2009; Esterman and Yantis, 2010; Hanks et al., 2011; de Lange et al., 2013; 892 

Kok et al., 2013). Using a novel experimental design to probe predictions formed by 893 

extrapolating temporal statistical regularities, we discovered a novel neural correlate of 894 

prediction during continuous sensory processing that is formed based on evolving stimulus 895 

history and carries a continuous-valued predictive content. The neural correlate of prediction 896 

was found in non-baseline-corrected data, but not in baseline-corrected data. This suggests that 897 

prediction was carried by slow, ongoing neural activity that accumulates over the evolving 898 

sequence, rather than by fast, evoked responses to each tone. This result is consistent with a 899 

previous study showing that the magnitude of a slow EEG potential increases across 900 

consecutive trials in which a frequent “global standard” tone sequence was played, as if in 901 
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anticipation of the eventual presentation of the rare “global deviant” sequence (Chennu et al., 902 

2013). Nonetheless, this previous finding may also reflect a general process of attentional 903 

readiness in anticipation of the eventual presentation of a task-relevant stimulus (Tecce, 1972). 904 

In the current experiment, the subject’s attentional state was equated across different expected 905 

values of final tone pitch, given the random order of sequence presentation and identical task 906 

demands, allowing us to identify a neural correlate of the content of prediction without the 907 

confound of attention.  908 

 909 

An important further question is how the content of prediction is actually formed. For paradigms 910 

in which prediction is established by associative learning, the presentation of a stimulus may 911 

activate the neural representation of its associate via lateral projections in sensory regions 912 

formed during learning (Albright, 2012). For paradigms based on repeated presentations of 913 

items or sequences, adaptation and plasticity are likely at play (Yaron et al., 2012; Gavornik and 914 

Bear, 2014). For predictions established by an explicit instructive cue, the cue may activate the 915 

neural representation of its predictive content via a combination of top-down and bottom-up 916 

factors (Albright, 2012; Summerfield and de Lange, 2014). Yet, prediction derived from 917 

extrapolation of sequence history, such as that investigated herein, likely requires a different set 918 

of mechanisms, given its reliance on statistical trend instead of fixed repetitions or explicit 919 

instruction.  920 

 921 

Here, we describe a mechanism for constructing the predicted feature of an upcoming stimulus 922 

in an evolving stimulus sequence. We show that neural activity processing a given tone in a 923 

sequence contains linear dependence on up to 7 prior tones. We further demonstrate that this 924 

linear integration of sequence history in ongoing (i.e., accumulated, not-baseline-corrected) 925 

neural activity largely accounted for the neural substrate of prediction about upcoming stimulus. 926 

While future investigation is needed to determine the extent to which nonlinear dependence on 927 
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sequence history may facilitate predictive processing, our finding points to a potential general 928 

mechanism for sequence prediction that is remarkably simple: neural integration of stimulus 929 

history directly forms the prediction for the upcoming stimulus feature. Indeed, an interesting 930 

question for future investigation is the extent to which the mechanism uncovered herein 931 

generalizes to stimulus sequences with non-1/f-type temporal dependences.  932 

 933 

To our knowledge, neither linear integration of pitch sequence history nor linear effects of pitch 934 

prediction in neural activity were previously reported. Using MEG source analysis, an earlier 935 

study demonstrated a monotonic relationship between pitch and the amplitude and latency of 936 

tone-evoked responses in auditory cortex (Krumbholz et al., 2003), providing precedent for 937 

linear effects of pitch processing in MEG activity.  938 

 939 

The opposing effects of the current and previous tone pitch on neural activity (Fig. 7B-D) may 940 

seem to be consistent with the predictive coding framework in which the integration of pitch 941 

sequence history (representing the expected pitch) opposes the neural response to the current 942 

pitch, thus generating a prediction error signal. However, it is important to note that in our 943 

analyses linking history integration with prediction (Figs. 6 & 7), the influence of the current and 944 

past pitches on neural activity do not represent a prediction error for the current pitch, but rather 945 

constitute a prediction for the upcoming pitch. Additionally, the opposing effects of the current 946 

and previous tone pitch are best understood as arising from the mathematics of prediction in 947 

sequences exhibiting naturalistic temporal dependence (Fig. 7A), which produces the opposing 948 

pattern seen in neural history dependence (Fig. 7B).  949 

 950 

A line of previous work revealed a hierarchy of temporal integration windows in neural activity 951 

(Gauthier et al., 2012; Honey et al., 2012; Chaudhuri et al., 2015), but it was unknown whether 952 

such neural integration of stimulus history plays a role in predictive computations (Hasson et al., 953 
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2015). Our results fill in this missing link by demonstrating that neural integration of stimulus 954 

history contains predictive information about upcoming stimulus features. Currently, it remains 955 

unclear whether the window of history integration uncovered herein is determined by absolute 956 

time (in seconds) or by the amount of information (in bits)(Hasson et al., 2015); future studies 957 

manipulating stimulus duration upon the current design could tease apart these intriguing 958 

possibilities.  959 

 960 

The integration of stimulus sequence history in neural activity uncovered herein bears some 961 

resemblance to the recently described phenomenon of serial dependence in vision [(Fischer 962 

and Whitney, 2014; Liberman et al., 2014), but see (Fritsche et al., 2017)], whereby a 963 

misperception of the currently presented stimulus occurs due to a bias towards recent stimulus 964 

history. Studies on serial dependence in vision have so far used randomly varying stimuli, and it 965 

was postulated that misperception in such a paradigm may in fact be predictive / adaptive when 966 

faced with natural stimuli that contain temporal dependence (Burr and Cicchini, 2014; Liberman 967 

et al., 2014). Here, using stimulus sequences that capture the temporal dependence structure of 968 

natural stimuli, we show that history integration encoded in neural activity indeed forms the 969 

basis for predictive computation.  970 

 971 

In conclusion, we demonstrate that human subjects can exploit temporal dependence in 972 

naturalistic stimuli to predict upcoming stimulus features. We further identify a neural 973 

mechanism underlying such prediction whereby the neural activity processing the current item in 974 

a sequence encodes the predicted feature of the upcoming item. This predictive component of 975 

neural activity is in turn constructed based on a largely linear integration of sequence history.  976 

 977 
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Figure 1. Task and stimuli. (A) Trial structure. At the end of each trial, subjects judged the 
likelihood of the final tone, given the preceding tone sequence, on a scale of 1 to 5. Subjects 
then rated the “trend strength” of the sequence on a scale of 0 to 4. Feedback on the accuracy 
of the trend strength rating was provided at the end of every trial. (B) Full stimulus set. For 
each level of β (rows), we generated 6 sequences, 3 of which ranged from 220 Hz to 880 Hz 
(magenta traces, high σ) and 3 of which spanned a slightly smaller pitch range (green traces, 
low σ). For all sequences, the penultimate (33rd) tone was 440 Hz, and the final (34th) tone was 
drawn from one of 6 possible values 4, 8, or 12 semitone steps above or below 440 Hz (black 
dots). For β = 0.5, 1, and 1.5, sequences were chosen to have expected pitch for the final tone 
(p*34) spanning low (< 440 Hz; orange outline), medium (=440 Hz; black outline), and high (> 
440 Hz; blue outline) ranges (indicated by x’s). For β = 0 and 2, the expected final tone pitch 
was always 440 Hz. Each sequence was presented 12 times, with the 6 possible values for final 
tone pitch distributed evenly and randomly across the 12 presentations, for a total of 360 trials. 

 
 
Figure 2. Behavioral performance. (A) Trend strength rating. Heat map of the group-
average distribution of trend strength ratings (transformed into the β scaling as “response β”) as 
a function of true sequence β (“stimulus β”). Responses concentrated along the diagonal, 
suggesting subjects could meaningfully perform the trend strength rating task. Spearman’s rho 
for stimulus β and response β was significantly above chance for every subject (all p < .001, n = 
360 trials for each subject), with an average rho of 0.45. (B) Final tone pitch likelihood rating. 
Final tone likelihood rating is plotted as a function of presented final tone pitch (p34; abscissa) 
and expected final tone pitch (p*34; red, low; black, medium; blue, high). A repeated-measures 
ANOVA revealed a significant interaction between p34 and p*34 (F10,100 = 5.7, p < .001, n = 11), 
which can be observed by noting the cross-over effect of the red and blue curves. Red, black, 
and blue squares indicate mean expected final tone pitch values for the respective conditions. 
Error bars denote s.e.m. across subjects.  
 
 
Figure 3. Slow cortical dynamics track tone sequences. (A) Analysis schematic. We 
defined “identical” trials as trials in which an identical tone sequence was presented repeatedly, 
and “similar” trials as trials in which tone sequences were statistically similar (same β and σ) but 
non-identical. We identified neural activity encoding tone sequences by comparing MEG activity 
across-trial correlation/coherence for identical vs. similar trials. (B) Correlation analysis. 
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Across-subject mean F-values corresponding to the effect of “identical” vs. “similar” trial pairs 
from within-subject ANOVAs, using across-trial correlation of the MEG activity time course as 
the dependent variable. A repeated-measures ANOVA across subjects shows a single 
significant cluster including all sensors after correction by cluster-based permutation test (p < 
0.001, n = 11). Left: result obtained using full-band (0.05 – 150 Hz) MEG data; Right: result 
using 0.05 – 3 Hz data. Black dots indicate sensors where tone sequence tracking effect in the 
full band data was strongest (F > 50). (C) Phase dissimilarity analysis. (i) Group-average 
phase dissimilarity (difference in phase coherence between identical and similar set of trials) in 
the <3 Hz band is plotted across sensors. Block dots are the same as in panel B, and were 
used to define left and right sensor clusters for subsequent analysis. (ii) Phase dissimilarity by 
frequency for the sensor clusters shown in i, as well as for all sensors. Dashed vertical lines 
indicate tone presentation frequency (3.3 Hz) and its harmonics. Shaded areas denote s.e.m. 
across subjects. (iii) Phase coherence across identical (green) and similar (magenta) set of 
trials, respectively, for the sensor clusters shown in i, as well as for all sensors. Peaks in the 
plots correspond to tone presentation frequency and its harmonics.  
 
 
Figure 4. History-dependent neural responses. (A) Analysis schematic. MEG activity in 
response to the i’th tone in the sequence is regressed onto the pitch of tone i, as well as the 
pitch values of the preceding k’ tones, for all values of i occurring in the second half of the tone 
sequence. The regression is performed separately for each MEG sensor, in a sliding window w 
(length 50 ms), and a cross validation procedure is used to determine the value of k’ that 
provides the best fit to the data. (B) The length of history-dependence in baseline-corrected 
MEG signals (i.e., evoked responses). The optimal k’ value determined for each sensor is 
plotted for each time window following tone onset. A right-lateralized sensor cluster in the 100 – 
150 ms time window survived correction by cluster-based permutation test (red dots; p = 0.01, n 
= 11), where MEG response to a given tone is influenced by up to 7 prior tones.  
 
 
Figure 5. Neural correlates of history integration and prediction. (A) The length of history-
dependence in non-baseline-corrected MEG signals (i.e., ongoing / accumulated activity). 
Same as Fig. 4B, but for non-baseline-corrected data. Red dots indicate sensors belonging to 
significant clusters (all p < 0.05, cluster-based permutation test, n = 11). (B) Neural correlate of 
prediction. Using a 50-ms sliding window, non-baseline-corrected MEG activity during the 
penultimate tone (which always had a pitch of 440 Hz) was regressed onto the expected pitch of 
the final tone, to examined which sensors showed a significant prediction effect. Maps plot the t-
values corresponding to a group-level one-sample t-test on regression coefficients at each 
sensor and time location. Red dots indicate sensors belonging to significant clusters (all p < 
0.05, cluster-based permutation test, n = 11). (C) MEG activity during penultimate tone as a 
function of expected final tone pitch. The non-baseline-corrected MEG signal for sensors in 
the significant cluster from the 200 – 250 ms window (red dots in B), as a function of the 
expected pitch of the final tone. A monotonic relationship can be seen in the significant time 
window. Note that although expected pitch is binned into three levels here for illustration 
purpose, the regression analysis depicted in (B) utilized continuously varying expected values 
for pitch.  
 
 
Figure 6. Neural integration of stimulus history accounts for prediction. (A) Analysis 
schematic. The (non-baseline-corrected) MEG activity during the penultimate tone (left column) 
can be expressed as the component accounted for by stimulus history integration (middle 
column) plus residual (right column). Prediction effect for each signal is then assessed by 
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regressing the activity onto the expected final tone pitch, as in Fig. 5B. (B) Regression 
coefficients of the expected final tone pitch for the original MEG activity during the 
penultimate tone (left, from the 200-250 ms window), its history-dependent component (middle), 
and the residual (right). Maps show mean coefficients across subjects. (C) MEG activity time 
courses during penultimate tone as a function of expected final tone pitch. Left: 
reproduced from Fig. 5C, but with 50-ms-length, half-overlapping sliding windows. Middle and 
right, its component constructed from history integration effect and the residual, respectively. (D) 
Comparison of regression coefficients for Morig, MH, Mres across sensors. For sensor 
clusters showing significant prediction effects in the time windows 200 – 250 ms (top) and 250 – 
300 ms (bottom) (red dots in Fig. 5B), the original and history-dependent MEG activity exhibit 
similar sensitivity to p*34 (red dots and lines; 200-250 ms: r = 0.89, p < 10-15, n = 53; 250-300 
ms: r = 0.93, p < 10-15, n = 59). By comparison, the residual activity is much less sensitive to p*34 
(shown by the black dots being closer to the ordinate value of 0) and less similar to the original 
response (200-250 ms: r = 0.48, p = 0.0003, n = 53; 250-300 ms, r = 0.56, p = 4 × 10-6, n = 59). 
Dashed lines indicate unity.  

 
 
Figure 7. Relationship between history integration weights and optimal prediction 
weights. (A) Optimal prediction weights as a function of sequence β. For 1 / f  -type 
sequences, the expected value of the upcoming item is a weighted sum of the previous items; 
these weights (“optimal prediction weights”) are plotted as solid lines for each  level. For β < 1, 
expected value depends on the ak+1 weights (Methods eq. 1). For β > 1, expected value 
depends on the weights [a1, (a2 – a1), …, (ak+1 – ak), -ak+1] (Methods eq. 2). For β > 1 
sequences, dashed lines show optimal prediction weights for the corresponding fGn sequence 
with scaling parameter β – 2, which were used to derive the weights in eq. 2 and shown in solid 
lines. (B) History integration weights resemble scaled optimal prediction weights. In the 
time window of 200 – 300 ms, the dependence of MEG activity on pitch history (solid lines) in 
the significant prediction cluster (inset left column, red sensors; reproduced from Fig. 5B, 200-
250 ms window) reflected the pattern exhibited by the scaled optimal prediction weights 
averaged across sequence β (dashed lines). This resemblance accounts for why history-
dependent MEG activity carries the prediction effect (Fig. 6; Methods eq. 7-8). (C) Correlation 
between history integration weights on current and previous pitches. To further explore 
the apparent opposing effects of the current and previous pitch on MEG activity illustrated in B, 
we computed across-sensor correlations in the prediction cluster between the weight on the 
current pitch, β1, and weights on previous pitches, βk+1, k ≥ 1. Here we show an example 
scatterplot of the across-sensor relationship between β1 and β2 for one subject. (D) Inverse 
correlation between current and previous pitch weight. Across subjects, the influence of the 
current and previous tone pitch on MEG activity was significantly inversely correlated for the 200 
– 250 ms (t10 = -3.0, p = 0.01) and 250 – 300 ms (t10 = -2.3, p = 0.04) time windows, as 
assessed by a one-sample t-test on the Fisher’s z-transform of the correlation coefficients. 
Asterisks denote p < 0.05. Error bars denote s.e.m. across subjects.  
 
 
Figure 8. Reproduction of main findings in an independent data set. We collected MEG 
data from 20 additional subjects on a modified version of the task paradigm (for details, see 
Methods). (A) Behavioral prediction effect (cf. Fig. 2B). A 6 (p34) x 3 (p*34) repeated-
measures ANOVA on likelihood ratings for the final tone pitch yielded a significant p34  p*34 
interaction (F10,190 = 20.4, p < 0.001), indicating that subjects’ likelihood ratings for the final tone 
were sensitive to the expected pitch value. (B) Neural correlate of prediction (cf. Fig. 5B). As 
in the main experiment, a right-lateralized cluster of sensors (red dots) exhibited a significant 
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linear relationship with expected pitch in the 200 – 250 ms and 250 – 300 ms time windows. A 
left-lateralized cluster also emerged as a significant neural correlate of prediction in these data 
(a similar pattern was observed in the main experiment, which did not pass statistical 
significance). (C) Linking history tracking and prediction (cf. Fig. 6D). Across sensors in the 
right-lateralized prediction cluster (top row) and left-lateralized prediction cluster (bottom row), 
the original and history-dependent MEG activity exhibit similar sensitivity to p*34 (red dots and 
lines). By comparison, the residual activity is much less sensitive to p*34 (shown by the black 
dots being closer to the ordinate value of 0) and less similar to the original response. Dashed 
lines indicate unity. For statistics, see Results.  
 
 


















